Care For Your Mitochondria
The Mitochondria is essential to energy, focus, vitality, metabolism and
over all health. And yet, most of us have no idea how our Mitochondria
work. When the energy of your cells drop, you begin aging and your body
becomes at-risk for chronic disease. Each cell has its own power
generator—you can think of it as a battery—called Mitochondria.
Deep Core Energy supports your body’s quadrillions of “energy factories”, your
Mitochondria, so you can perform at your peak. Do not underestimate the power of
your Mitochondria. These tiny factories in each of our cells turn the food we eat and
the oxygen we breathe into vital energy.

 Energy & Fatigue

Are You Ready to Embark on a Mitochondrial Makeover?

 Cognition

• Increased intracellular NAD+
• Promotes youthful vitality
• Enhanced efficiency of the

• Boost in cellular energy production
• Increased concentration and mental clarity
• Immune System Boost & overall well-being

Mitochondria

 Mental Energy
 Immune System
 Focus & Concentration

SUPPORT YOUR CELLULAR NAD+ HEALTH
Scientists have made incredible progress in understanding how cellular health
works in the last 25 years, and one thing they’ve learned is that a molecule called
NAD+ is extremely important. It’s indispensable for life, and levels decline as we age.
Now it’s possible to get more cellular NAD+ with Deep Core Energy.
NAD+ is a coenzyme
that your body
naturally produces.
This coenzyme plays a
role in many different
systems throughout
your body, including
maintaining muscle
tone and function,
encouraging healthy
cell growth,
counteracting tissue
damage, and
reversing damage to
your mitochondria.
NAD+ repairs and
lengthens telomeres, the protective caps at the end of your DNA, which slows how
quickly your body ages. The natural level of NAD+ present in your body decreases
over time. Certain factors can accelerate this process, including stress, sleep
problems, environmental factors, and drug use, to name a few.
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Boosting NAD+ in your body can help improve your health in many ways. NAD+ may
help improve your metabolism and combat age-related concerns. It may
also improve cognitive function. Early studies are promising for NAD’s role
in reversing neurodegenerative issues such as Alzheimer’s.
NAD+ boosting in the Mitochondria is so effective because it is an essential
molecule in the body’s core energy-making mechanism. Without NAD+ you would
die within minutes. By supplementing with Deep Core Energy, which supports
increased production of NAD+, you can support the overall health of the body in
areas such as:
•
•
•
•

Fatigue & Metabolism
Athletic Performance & Recovery
Anti-Aging & DNA Repair
Cognition

•
•
•
•

Fights Neurodegenerative Issues
Reduces Cardiovascular Disease
Diabetes Risk
Alleviate Drug & Alcohol Withdrawal
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WHAT IS NAD+ AND WHAT DOES IT DO?
(NAD+) is a tiny molecule found in every cell of the body. It is one of the most
important players in glycolysis and the Krebs cycle, the body’s energy production
processes. During a complex series of molecular reactions that convert food energy
and stored fat into usable energy for cells, NAD+ becomes NADH. To cycle back into
energy production, NADH needs to be converted back to NAD+ and the Deep Core
Energy supports this ongoing needed conversion.
If the body’s equilibrium is thrown off-balance, energy-generating NAD+ can become
depleted. Not only does this impact energy levels, but it is detrimental to long-term
health. Deep Core Energy supports the reverse of the negative effects of NAD+
depletion. Deep Core Energy supports the body's production of an ample supply of
NAD+ to fuel energy processes and maintain optimal cellular health. NAD+ turns
nutrients into ATP (the energy currency of each cell). Second, it works with proteins
to carry out essential biological processes such as:

• DNA Repair
• Mitochondrial Function
• Maintaining Chromosomal
Integrity

•
•
•
•

Gene Expression
Epigenetic Modifications
Posttranslational Modifications
Calcium Signaling

DEEP CORE ENERGY FORMULA ANALYSIS
Deep Core Energy features a unique synergistic design of nano nutrients that all focus
on enhancing Mitochondrial function from many different angles. The result is
a broad-spectrum Mitochondrial booster, with additional complementary support for
other pathways involved in cell energy production at the most fundamental level.
Deep Core Energy targets and optimizes cell energy-producing Mitochondria.
Deep Core Energy’s support starts with core fundamentals – compounds that are
absolutely required for the process of energy production. It includes cofactors that are
needed for the body to turn macronutrients – fats, carbs, and proteins – into the ATP
energy that powers our lives. The idea of metabolic tuning and cell energy efficiency
that Deep Core Energy promotes could be a breakthrough concept with far-reaching
potential that go way beyond the typical mental alertness and physical vitality
benefits you would expect from a traditional energy booster supplement. Deep Core
Energy’s primary benefit is whole-body cell energy enhancement. It helps unleash
revitalizing feelings of energy that are unlike the “dirty” energy spikes (and
subsequent crashes) of stimulants driven by energy boosting formulas.
Instead, Deep Core Energy is a clean lift; a steady, sustained surge of energy that
starts at the most fundamental cellular level and radiates out to encompass every
system in the body. The result? Energizing benefits that you can feel:

• In your mind (mental energy, focus, concentration, quick thinking)
• In your body (muscle strength, muscle power, endurance, training intensity)
Underneath are additional benefits that you can’t feel, such as energy efficiency that
might make it easier to shed pounds and maintain weight loss, as well as, core support
for energized performance of high-energy organs, such as the brain, heart, and lungs.

To sum up its benefits, Deep Core Energy boosts the vitality that you need
for superior performance in both body and mind, while boosting energy
that is also needed for healthy overall function.

Why Use Nanoceuticals?
The dual nature of our body can make
health and wellness elusive.
Two
requirements must be met to be healthy.
Both biochemical and biophoton support.
(food & instructions)
Biochemically we require nano-sized
physical nutrients. Our cells use these
nutrients for all biochemical processes and
as tiny building blocks. Every biochemical
reaction is preceded by an electromagnetic
signal, or biophoton. Cells communicate
and deliver information between each other
via biophotons. They orchestrate trillions of
chemical reactions that take place every
second.
Without these biophotons the
body would be an inanimate object.
Just as a contractor needs both building
materials and a blue print to construct a
house, your body needs nutrients and
proper instructions to be healthy. BioLight
Nanoceuticals contain both the needed
nutrients in a special nano-sized cell ready
form, and coherent information packed
biophotons with instructions to help regulate
proper cellular activities. Nanization is the
molecular process that breaks down herbal
compounds into nano-sized phytonutrients
to facilitate superior absorption beyond any
other nutrient delivery system.
BioLight Nanoceuticals are used by those
who want health and wellness. Anything
else is less than half a solution. Support all
of you, your whole self with the only
biophoton infused nano-nutrients available.

 Cellular communication
 Healthy bioenergetic blueprint
 Promotes Proper DNA regulation

 100% Bio Absorption
 100% Bio Available
 Cellular absorption within minutes
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